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Abstract
We construct a new measure of the aggressiveness of COVID-19 policies
in 75 Canadian and American cities and estimate the effect of these policies
on mobility patterns in each city. Using a new dataset of five municipal
COVID-19 policy indicators for each of our 75 cities, combined with
eleven provincial/state policy indicators, we estimate a daily measure
of the ‘aggressiveness’ of the provincial/state and municipal COVID-19
policy mix in each city. We then estimate the effects of these policies on
subsequent mobility behaviour using dynamic time series models. We find
strong evidence of policy effects on subsequent mobility behaviour, but
few overall differences between Canadian and American cities. We discuss
the significance of our findings both for COVID-19 policy research and for
other comparative urban policy research in multilevel policy environments.
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Introduction

In the past six months, governments at all levels have adopted policies to restrict
their citizens’ mobility and thus reduce the spread of the SARS-CoV-2 virus.
The relationship between these policy actions and citizen behaviour has been
a subject of ongoing conversation among researchers and the general public
– particularly as residents compare their experiences with other jurisdictions
and seek explanations for variation in case totals and deaths. Some have
sought answers to these questions by focusing on individual factors, pointing to
partisan attitudes, demographic characteristics, or risk perceptions to explain
how individuals respond to social distancing rules and recommendations (Merkley
et al. 2020; Pickup, Stecula, and Linden 2020; Linden and Savoie 2020). Others
have focused on aggregate patterns, exploring differences in state and national
COVID-19 policies and their effects (Barceló, Hartnett, and Kubinec 2020;
Nguyen et al. 2020).
As is common in Canada, comparative discussions of COVID-19 policies and
citizen behaviour have largely focused on how the Canadian experience compares
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to the United States. To our knowledge, however, researchers currently lack not
only systematic comparative data on actual COVID-19 policies in Canada and the
United States, but also a comparative analysis of the relationship between those
policy choices and citizen behaviour. While policy researchers have published
useful studies of COVID-19 policy in both countries, few have brought the two
countries into direct, systematic comparison.
In this paper, we provide a comparative analysis of COVID-19 policy measures
and citizen mobility patterns in Canada and the United States. We add geographic and analytic richness to previous research, which has largely focused on
provincial/state and national levels, by conducting our analysis at the level of
75 individual Canadian and American cities – the scale at which actual patterns
of community disease spread are largely playing out. We construct an original
dataset of five comparable municipal policy indicators for each of the 75 cities,
which we combine with existing data on state/provincial policies to build a new
measure of the overall aggressiveness of the local policy mix in each city. We
then estimate the effects of this local policy mix on citizen mobility patterns
using dynamic time series models in each city. While we find considerable
heterogeneity among cities in policy aggressiveness and policy effects, we find few
systematic differences between Canadian and American cities: in both countries,
average policy aggressiveness is similar, and we find clear effects of policy on
subsequent mobility patterns in both countries. In only one respect – overall
levels of mobility – do we find clear evidence for differences between Canadian
and American cities.

2

COVID-19 and Cross-National Urban Policy

Our analysis in this paper seeks to build not only on recent COVID-19 research
but also on longstanding research traditions in comparative Canadian-American
urban politics and multilevel policy. Among COVID-19 studies, a number of
researchers have taken advantage of publicly available mobility data to study the
predictors and consequences of mobility patterns amidst the pandemic. In the
United States, Abouk and Heydari (2020) use state-level mobility data to show
that stay-at-home policies affect both mobility patterns and subsequent infection
rates; Adolph et al. (2020) use similar state-level data to explore the partisan,
diffusion, and health predictors of social distancing policies; and Nguyen et
al. (2020) use more fine-grained county-level data to identify the consequences
of state reopening policies on mobility patterns. Of course, given the role of
individual mobility in disease spread, several papers have also investigated the
effects of mobility restrictions on the spread of the COVID-19 disease itself
(Kraemer et al. 2020; Miller et al. 2020).
These studies provide valuable analysis of the correlates and consequences of
mobility during the COVID-19 pandemic. In our view, however, what is missing
is attention to the scale at which many of the most important processes are
actually playing out: local cities and communities. Moreover, to our knowledge,
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no study thus far has extended analysis of mobility patterns to the Canadian case.
We address both of these gaps by building a systematic, comparable dataset of
policy responses in 75 Canadian and American cities at the urban scale. This
analysis adds important nuance to previous American studies at the state and
county levels, and provides a first study of COVID-19 policy and mobility in
Canada.
While our analysis is most directly oriented to ongoing discussions of COVID-19
policy, our findings are also relevant to more longstanding literatures in Canadian
political science and policy studies. The first concerns similarities and differences
in urban politics and policy in Canada and the United States - the so-called
“North American city” debate. Goldberg and Mercer (Goldberg and Mercer 1986),
whose Myth of the North American City remains the most detailed single-volume
comparison of Canadian and American cities, insisted that the differences in
urban policy and governance across the two countries are profound. Subsequent
research has questioned Mercer and Goldberg’s claims about national differences
in public opinion (Cole, Kincaid, and Whelan 2014), disputed their historical
origins (Taylor 2014), and tested their implications for other urban institutional
structures (Nelles 2014). Considerable research has also focused on the presence
or absence of national differences in urban land-use and economic growth policy
(Garber and Imbroscio 1996; Moore 2014; Taylor 2019).
We do not pretend to offer a comprehensive analysis of the “North American
city” debate in this article (Good 2014). We do, however, offer evidence that
is rare in comparative studies of Canadian and American urban policy: nearly
simultaneous policy responses to an identical policy challenge across dozens of
Canadian and American cities. The COVID-19 pandemic arose unexpectedly, at
about the same time, in Canadian and American cities. By assessing patterns
of COVID-19 policy action – and examining how urban residents responded to
those policies – we add a distinctive and valuable case study to a longstanding
tradition of cross-national comparative research.
Finally, we take an explicitly multilevel approach to COVID-19 policy in Canadian
and American cities. For years, urban policy scholars have emphasized that
the policy landscape in a particular city results from a mix of local, provincial,
and federal policy choices, all of which are involved in “urban” policymaking
(Horak 2012; Sancton 2008; Young 2012). Nearly every policy outcome that
urban residents care about – from land-use planning to immigrant settlement
to economic development – results from policy decisions across all levels of
government. In some cases, policy goals at one level of government can be
subverted by another (Hackworth 2020); in other cases, provincial governments
can reinforce and backstop particular local policy agendas (Lucas 2016; Taylor
2019). Thus, to understand the policy reality on the ground in a particular
city requires that we attend not only to municipal policy decisions, but also to
relevant decisions at other levels of government.
In our analysis, we draw on the multilevel governance literature by conceptualizing local restrictions on COVID-19 policy as a mix of both municipal
3

and state/provincial policy action. By combining policy indicators at both
the state/provincial and municipal levels, we provide a measure of local policy
that is not only more geographically focused than summary measures at the
state/provincial or national levels [Breton (2020); Barcelo2020] but also more
attentive to the multilevel policy context than exclusively municipal measures
(Armstrong and Lucas 2020). Our measure is relevant for other COVID-19
researchers and may also provide a model for future researchers who seek to
measure latent characteristics of the local “policy mix” in other multilevel policy
domains, such as social welfare provision, immigrant integration, or tax policy.
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Data and Methods

Our data are drawn from several sources. Our mobility data come from Apple’s
Mobility Trends Reports. This dataset, published daily, summarizes directions
requests in Apple Maps for three modes of transportation: walking, driving, and
transit. The mobility data begin on January 13, 2020, well before the COVID-19
outbreak in North American cities; for each city, the mobility data report the
city’s mobility level in relation to the January 13, 2020 baseline. While other
mobility data have been made available by providers such as Google, the Apple
mobility data are particularly useful because they provide comparable city-level
mobility data for 75 cities in Canada and the United States: seven in Canada,
and 68 in the United States.
As discussed above, we conceive of the COVID-19 policy environment in each city
as a mix of municipal, regional, and national restrictions on individual actions
during the pandemic. For the purposes of comparing the policy environments
in Canadian and American cities, we are especially focused on measuring the
mix of municipal and state/provincial policies in a manner that enables direct
comparison among cities not only within but also across the two countries.
To build our measure of the local policy environment in each city, we began by
compiling data on state and provincial policy responses from already existing
sources. In the United States, we drew from an excellent dataset on state-level
policy responses constructed by Raifman et al. (2020). We drew from a similar
dataset constructed by Charles Breton (2020) for Canadian provinces. We
collected eleven directly comparable indicators from each of the two datasets:
state of emergency declared, school closures, daycare closures, limits on nursing
home visits, shelter in place rules, non-essential business closures, public maskwearing, restaurant closures, fitness centre closures, and cinema closures. We
used reopening data on all of these indicators from Raifman et al. (2020) for the
United States, and reconstructed the same data using media and government
sources for each Canadian province in our dataset.
To our knowledge, the municipal level of the local policy mix has not been
systematically collected for the 75 cities in our dataset. We thus constructed an
original dataset of municipal policy indicators for each city. This dataset includes
the date (if any) when the municipality declared a local state of emergency; the
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dates of local parks and/or playground closures; the date on which the local
transit system imposed an explicit capacity reduction for local buses (usually by
blocking off particular seats or rows); and the date on which the local transit
system switched to mandatory rear boarding of buses. Where appropriate, we
also recorded the date when these municipal restrictions were lifted. To gather
these data, we used official statements and press releases on the websites of
local governments and transit agencies, along with news coverage and official
statements on social media.
Our list of municipal policy interventions may at first glance seem idiosyncratic.
However, these interventions are important and readily comparable indicators
of the seriousness with which local governments are treating the COVID-19
pandemic. Full park closures and playground closures are very unpopular,
particularly when schools are also closed, and it is clear from media coverage
that municipalities took these policy decisions only when they felt it absolutely
necessary. Similarly, transit capacity reductions and especially rear-boarding
policies mean drastic reductions in transit revenue – in most cases, in fact, rear
boarding policies meant that transit fares were suspended completely. We see
substantial variation in the timing and extent of municipal policy choices on
these indicators and, taken together, we see them as capturing a diverse mix
of local policy actions ranging from the relatively painless (declaring a state of
emergency) to the much more costly (playground closures, rear boarding), both
for municipalities and for local residents. These policies also have the advantage
of having clear start and end dates and enabling directly comparable data
collection and analysis across dozens of Canadian and American municipalities.1
We also expect mobility patterns to be affected by local COVID-19 case totals,
and we thus collected case data for each city to include in our time series models
below. For the United States, our daily COVID-19 case totals are drawn from
county-level data published by the New York Times (Smith et al. 2020). For
Canada, we use data from the COVID-19 Canada Open Data Working Group
(Berry et al. 2020).
While we provide descriptive data for the full timespan below, our analysis
focuses on the time period beginning on February 20, 2020. We selected this
time period to capture the full rise of public policy interventions in the 75 cities
in our dataset, as well as the beginning of the reopening period in late April and
early May. Because of the time involved in collecting municipal policy data on
each of the 75 cities in the analysis, we chose to end the time window on May
13th to create a single, consistent start and end point for each city. Our full
dataset contains 27,450 observations: one for each mode of transportation in
each city on each day from January 13 to May 13.
1 We note that we do not measure differences in policy enforcement, another important
dimension of COVID-19 policy. This would be a valuable next step for researchers who are
interested in the connections between policy and behaviour, including mobility.
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3.1

Measuring COVID-19 Policy Responses

Each of the 16 policy indicators in our dataset – eleven at the provincial/state
level, five at the municipal level – are undoubtedly worthy of individual study.
In this analysis, however, we are primarily interested in the ways that local
residents respond (or do not respond) to the overall mix of policy restrictions
imposed by both municipal and provincial/state governments. Each day, in
each city, local residents make personal mobility decisions in light of the mix of
policies in their city – what we call a city’s overall policy “aggressivenes”.
To measure this overall policy mix, we use an Item Response Theory model
(DeMars 2010). This model allows us to capture the relationships among all
of the policy variables to identify those places with more and less aggressive
response to the COVID-19 crisis. We use a Bayesian approach to estimation,
an approach which has many benefits and few drawbacks relative to alternative
approaches (Armstrong et al. 2014). Because of the size of the dataset, we use
the emIRT package in R (Imai, Lo, and Olmsted 2016, 2017) to estimate the
model. In this case, the binary emIRT model uses the Expectation-Maximization
algorithm. It alternates between estimating the model parameters (i.e., the
difficulty and discrimination parameters) holding the latent variable estimates
fixed and estimating the latent variable holding the model parameters fixed.
Imai, Lo, and Olmsted (2016) derived a closed-form algorithm that drastically
speeds up estimation. We use a parametric bootstrap to generate measures of
uncertainty for the latent variable. We provide additional information on both
the model and the individual indicators in the appendix.

3.2

Modeling the Policy-Mobility Relationship

Between February 13 and May 13, 2020, we have observations of 75 cities on
83 consecutive days. As such, our data could be considered and analyzed as a
macro-panel in a pooled cross-sectional time series design. However, since we
are most interested in making comparisons across our cities in the effects of our
independent variables, policy response and COVID-19 case totals, we estimate
separate time series regressions for each city.
An ever-present worry with time series data like ours is the consequences of
auto-correlation. We have two types of auto-correlation to consider. For one, our
data are certainly subject to cross-sectional dependence (Peseran 2004). That
is, the assumption that each of our cities is independent of each other is not
tenable – on any given day, the cities are subject to the same global shocks
that are unmeasured in our model. We avoid problems caused by these withintimepoint correlations by estimating 75 city-specific independent equations. The
second type of auto-correlation to worry about is across-time dependence. If our
data are all stationary – that is, if they return quickly to a constant mean and
maintain a constant variance – then simple regression techniques can be trusted
to test our hypotheses. However, if the mean of the series is non-stationary, the
assumption of independent errors is broken and hypothesis tests will no longer
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rely on standard limiting distributions (Lebo and Grant 2016).
Thus, making inferences from time series models typically relies on being able
to properly diagnose the properties of each series – are they stationary or nonstationary? To what extent is the present value predicted by the value in the
previous period? In our data, the cumulative number of COVID-19 cases is
clearly a series that only goes upwards and is non-stationary. Our other series
have time dependence – that is, the mobility in a city on a given day will be
highly correlated with mobility in that city on adjacent days – but the extent
to which this is present varies from city to city. While properly diagnosing the
properties of each time series for each city would allow us to choose among
various modeling options, the relatively short time span in our data makes it
difficult to rely on tests of stationarity (Lebo and Kraft 2017).
This leads us to choose a modeling strategy that allows for maximum flexibility.
Webb, Linn, and Lebo (2020) present a bounds procedure for hypothesis testing
that accounts for the uncertainty of stationarity testing. Critical value bounds
are simulated for long-run multipliers (LRMs) in time series regressions without
making assumptions about the data’s properties. We estimate the following
model for each city, i, and for each of our 3 types of mobility, j:
Mobilityijt = φ0ij − φ1ij ∆Mobilityijt + ψ1ij Casesijt − ψ2ij ∆Casesijt
+ ψ3ij Policyijt − ψ4ij ∆Policyijt + µijt ,
Where ψ1ij and ψ3ij are the long-run multipliers used to test our hypotheses.
We also include dummy variables for each day of the week – excluding Sunday as
a reference category – to account for predictable day-based patterns in mobility.
Webb, Linn, and Lebo (2020) provide two critical value bounds for the long-run
multipliers. If the test statistic for an LRM is below the lower bound, we fail
to reject the null hypothesis of no long-run relationship. With 2 independent
variables and our T=83, that bound is 1.06. Test statistics above the upper
bound of 3.70 allow us to reject the null hypothesis of no long-run relationship
and do so knowing it is the correct inference regardless of the peculiarities of
our data. For test statistics in between the two bounds, we must admit that
the uncertainty over our series’ properties makes it impossible to either reject
or fail to reject our null hypothesis. This middle ground of indeterminacy is
unsatisfying but, unlike other models for time series data, it guards against
falsely concluding a relationship exists when it does not.

4

Mobility and COVID-19 Policy: An Overview

We begin with a descriptive overview of mobility patterns and policy responses
in Canadian and American cities. Figure 1 summarizes each city’s daily overall
policy response; each line represents a single city, with Canadian cities in red and
American cities in gray. Recall that this measure captures both state/provincial
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Figure 1: COVID-19 Policy Response by City
and municipal policy responses as a single latent measure of the overall “aggressiveness” of the policy response in each city. For readers who are interested in
the policy trajectory in a particular city, we have provided a more detailed plot
in the Appendix.
The overall pattern in figure 1 suggests that the policy response in Canadian
and American cities has been very similar: a modest increase in aggressiveness
in early March, followed by a very rapid increase through mid-March, a plateau
through to the end of April, and then the early stages of a reopening period.
On average, Canadian and American cities began and ended the decisive month
of March in very similar policy environments. Within March, however, careful
inspection of the data suggests that the speed of the policy response differed
between the two countries; policy interventions arrived earlier but increased
more slowly in the United States and arrived later but much more rapidly in
Canada.2
Canadian and American cities thus took somewhat different policy paths through
the month of March, but ultimately arrived at roughly the same average level of
policy aggressiveness. The same cannot be said of mobility, where we see more
pronounced differences between the two countries. Figure 2 summarizes the
mobility data for driving, transit, and walking in each city; here, too, Canadian
cities are marked in red and American cities in gray. Here the differences
between countries are clearer: once the pandemic became a matter of serious
public discussion in March, mobility in Canadian cities dropped to the bottom
of the overall distribution and has remained there through the remainder of the
plot. This difference emerges in early March in the case of driving; for transit
and walking, the pattern emerges in mid-March.3
2 While these differences are modest, the pace and timing of policy change may be important
for COVID-19 disease spread even if the start and end points of policy aggressiveness are
identical. This pattern is robust to using subsamples of the American data, rather than the
full sample. See the appendix for more detail.
3 Note that the two slightly higher Canadian lines in the walking figure are Calgary and
Edmonton; this is simply a function of both cities’ very cold weather in mid-January, the
baseline date for the mobility measure.
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Overall, then, we find interesting differences between Canadian and American
cities both in policy response and mobility patterns. On policy, cities in both
countries began and ended at similar places; on average, however, this increase
in policy aggressiveness was more gradual in the United States than in Canada.
On mobility, Canadian and American urban residents had very similar mobility
patterns until March, when mobility in Canadian cities became markedly lower
than in American cities across all three modes of transportation.4

5

Mobility and COVID-19 Policy

We now turn to the relationship between our latent measure of policy aggressiveness and mobility patterns in each city. For both driving and transit mobility,
we plot the long-run multipliers for the effects of policy aggressiveness and local
case totals.5 Figure 3 shows the absolute value of the t-statistics for driving. In
each plot, the dotted vertical line represents the lower bound and the dashed
vertical line represents the upper bound; recall that the area within this region
represents the range within which results are inconclusive. As above, Canadian
cities are marked in red and American cities in gray.
Figure 3 provides clear evidence for a relationship between the local policy
environment and subsequent driving mobility. Almost all effects for policy
aggressiveness have t-statistics above the upper bound of 3.70, indicating that
policy has a significant effect on the amount people drive. Local COVID-19 case
totals, on the other hand, are much less clearly related to driving habits, with
many cities within the inconclusive region.
Perhaps more interesting are the long-run multipliers themselves, which we plot
in figure 4. The figure is sorted first by country, with Canadian cities at the
top, and then by effect size within each country. The figure reveals that the
effect of policy aggressiveness for the Canadian cities is in the lower to middle
part of the overall distribution. There is also much less heterogeneity among
the Canadian cities than the American cities in the sample. Almost all of the
policy effects are statistically significant, with only two cities (New Orleans
and Nashville) showing inconclusive results. The effects of case totals, in the
right-hand plot, are much more varied, with many inconclusive results. Overall,
however, the effect is positive, suggesting that in the long run, more cases leads
to more driving. This is a counterintuitive finding but could be a function of
having already controlled for policy aggressiveness. It could also be related to
displacement from transit, which we discuss below.
Figures 5 and 6 provide the same overview of results for transit mobility. We
expect transit to be even more clearly affected by policy because changes in
4 See the appendix for additional plots of the daily correlation between country and mobility
and policy.
5 Walking mobility is a more difficult variable because changes in walking mobility are not
simply a function of the COVID-19 context (policy and cases), but also a function of weather.
We do not analyze walking in this section.
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transit operations are directly affected by policy decisions, whereas changes in
driving mobility are indirectly affected by policies that seek to decrease demand
for driving. Once again, we see clear evidence for a relationship between policy
and mobility, with consistently large and positive t-statistics in figure 5 and
consistently negative estimates in figure 6. Increases in policy aggressiveness, in
other words, lead to large decreases in transit mobility. Once again, Canadian
cities are more homogeneous in the effects of policy aggressiveness on transit
mobility. Once again, the effects of local case totals are also more heterogeneous,
but consistently negative in Canadian cities. This could help explain the positive
effect of cases on driving: as people stop using public transit, some may start
driving in order to move themselves around their city.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we have sought to provide a first systematic, comparative analysis
of state/provincial and municipal COVID-19 policy in Canadian and American
cities, as well as an assessment of the effects of those policies on local mobility
patterns. Using a new measure of the multilevel policy environment in each city,
we first found that policy differences between Canada and the United States
were modest, differing more in the pace of implementation than in average
policy aggressiveness. With respect to mobility, however, we found discernible
differences between Canadian and American cities: on average, all forms of
mobility – driving, transit, and walking – dropped to lower levels in Canada
than in the United States during the month of March, and have remained lower
even as overall mobility levels in most cities have begun to slowly rise again.
We also tested the relationship between policy and mobility while controlling
for local COVID-19 case totals, and found clear evidence for policy effects on
both driving and transit mobility in most Canadian and American cities. The
sizes of these effects were more homogeneous in Canada than in the United
States, but aside from this homogeneity, Canadian cities do not systematically
differ from American cities: in nearly all cities, we find evidence that COVID-19
policy affects subsequent mobility patterns. Thus, despite important overall
mobility differences, we have found little evidence to suggest that residents of
Canadian cities faced a more aggressive local-provincial policy mix, or were more
responsive to that policy mix, than their American urban counterparts.
In future research, these findings could be extended in several ways. Perhaps most
obviously, adding data on mobility patterns as state/provincial and municipal
governments further relax their pandemic-period policy restrictions would add
additional insight on aggregate responses to local and state/provincial policies.
As more data become available, scholars may also wish to investigate the effects
of specific policies, such as states of emergency or business closures, on mobility
patterns. Incorporating additional countries beyond Canada and the United
States would allow for a fully multilevel comparison of the local effects of the
federal-provincial-municipal COVID-19 policy mix across countries.
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We also see potential for extensions of this research beyond the urgent questions
of the COVID-19 pandemic. Our approach to policy measurement, which
conceptualizes the local policy environment as a mix of municipal and provincial
policy decisions, has the potential to extend to a wide range of important areas
of multilevel policy research, such as economic development, climate change
policy, and immigrant settlement. Moreover, as we have done here, these policy
measures could be combined with increasingly available local data on mobility
patterns, the topics and frequency of local service requests, and other data
sources to build time-series estimates of the effects of the multilevel policy
environment on citizen behaviour. Refining these measures and methods in
the data-rich environment of COVID-19, and then applying them to a wider
range of important local policy domains in future research, promises not only to
answer pressing policy questions amidst the pandemic, but also to improve our
understanding of the effects of multilevel policymaking in Canadian cities more
generally.
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Figure 7: Policy by City

7
7.1

Appendices
Additional Descriptive Data

Figure 7 summarizes our measure of local policy aggressiveness for each of the 75
cities in the analysis. Recall that this measure combines both provincial/state
and municipal policy indicators into a measure of the local policy environment
in each city on each day from January 13 to May 13, 2020.

7.2

Canada-USA Mobility and Policy Differences

In our description of local policy environments in the main text, we suggested
that Canadian and American cities began and ended the month of March in very
similar policy environments, on average, but that the trajectory was more sudden
in Canada, with most Canadian cities surging upward in policy aggressiveness
in the middle of March. Readers may worry that this finding arises due to the
higher heterogeneity that we would expect from the larger sample of American
than Canadian cities. We test this possibility in figure 8 below, which compares
mean policy aggressiveness in Canadian cities, marked with the vertical red line,
to the distribution of mean aggressiveness in 10,000 samples of seven American
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Figure 8: Canadian Mean Policy vs. American Samples
cities (to match the number of Canadian cities in the analysis). We find that
Canadian cities were less aggressive on March 11th in 99.99% of the samples
and more aggressive on March 16th in 99.7% of samples.
In our description of Canadian-American differences in policy and mobility, we
described the dates on which the two countries begin to differ from one another.
In the figures below, we provide additional detail to clarify our discussion of
those dates. Each figure provides a daily estimate of the relationship between the
country to which a city belongs and the relevant measure; the black line marks
daily coefficient estimates and the gray area marks 95% confidence intervals.
Positive values – that is, values above the dotted line – indicate that the
measure is higher in the United States than in Canada. Figure 9 summarizes
the relationship between country and each of the three forms of mobility; figure
10 summarizes the relationship between country and policy aggressiveness.

7.3

Further Discussion of Latent Variable Model.

Here, we describe in greater detail the results of the Item Response Theory model
estimated in the article. In particular, we want to describe the distribution of
coefficients for the indicators (i.e., the difficulty and discrimination parameters)
as well as the distribution of the latent variable itself.
First, we look at the distribution of policy aggressiveness by month. Figure 11
shows that policy aggressiveness increases from March to April and then stayed
quite similar from April to May, though you can see some of the lower end of
the distribution starting to fill out the slightest bit. The seven Canadian cities
in the sample tend to fall around or slightly above the mode of the distribution.
Next, we can evaluate the reliability of the indicators by looking at their item
characteristic curves (ICCs). These show the ways that underlying policy aggressiveness maps on to policy decisions according to the model. Figure @\ref{fig:icc)
displays these curves. Closing parks, imposing face mask requirements, limiting
transit and closing day cares are among the best indicators of policy aggressiveness as they tend to discriminate among places with different policy profiles. On
the other end, things like states of emergency are adopted by nearly all munici-
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Figure 9: Daily Mobility, USA vs. Canada
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Figure 12: Item Characteristic Curves
palities really early on. Closings gyms and shelters also happened ubiquitously,
and as such fail to help us discriminate between more and less aggressive cities.
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